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What do we know about ABI and why is it
important to support social workers?
* Range of outcomes, diﬃcult to predict at the outset
* ABI is a process, not a one oﬀ event, things change over
;me. Some people deteriorate without adequate input
* Rehabilita;on and support services can and do change
lives
* Social workers can access services and u;lise the law to
assist them to do so
* Dunning Kruger vs Johari Window?
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Lessons for Social Work
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Invisible impairments may be driver behind need for input
So this needs to be assessed and integrated
Family/3rd par;es have knowledge SW’s lack
So this needs to be included and family incorporated
Eﬀec;ve assessment is not a one-oﬀ 20 minute visit
PracBce must reﬂect this reality
Lack of knowledge of ABI is a signiﬁcant factor
Social Work training must reﬂect this

Lessons for social work 2

* How much do SW’s know about neuro-rehab and MDT
type processes?
* Probably very liKle, invite them along?
* Autonomy is not promoted by failing to integrate 3rd
party evidence, appeal to SW ethos
* An absence of adequate input limits lives
* Ajtude is key
* Everybody’s, we will not change this by shouBng..

So what can we do to help?
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Take a construc;ve approach
Share printed informa;on, share and reward good prac;ce
Direct social workers towards Headway
Use and promote BINI and BISWG forms
Learn which aspects of law/guidance are our friends
Lobby our representa;ves
Use high quality public lawyers
NEVER DROP THE SUBJECT!

Thank you for your time.
Any questions?
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